REPORT

ADMINISTRATIVE REPORT TO COUNCIL

PRESENTED:

June 5, 2018

REPORT:

18-068

FROM:

Resort Experience

FILE:

8516

SUBJECT:

CONTRACTS AWARD – ARTIFICIAL TURF FIELD CIVIL SERVICES AND
TURF AND INFILL PRODUCTS

COMMENT/RECOMMENDATION FROM THE CHIEF ADMINISTRATIVE OFFICER
That the recommendations of the General Manger of Resort Experience be endorsed
RECOMMENDATION
That Council authorize the Mayor and Municipal Clerk to execute the contract with TGK Irrigation
Ltd. for the construction of civil, lighting and landscaping services for the artificial turf field in the
amount of $1,444,900.00 excluding taxes; and
That Council authorize the Mayor and Municipal Clerk to execute the contract with AstroTurf West
Distributors Ltd. for the supply, delivery and installation of artificial turf, shock pad and infill for the
artificial turf field in the amount of $571,000 excluding taxes.
REFERENCES
Appendix “A” – R.F. Binnie and Associates - Supply, Delivery and Installation of Artificial Turf Field
– RFP#P051 Contractor RFP Price Summary & Analysis – Turf

PURPOSE OF REPORT
Administrative Procedure D-1 Procurement requires Council approval for any contracts over the
value of $500,000. The purpose of this report is to seek Council’s approval for two contracts
described below. This report also discusses concerns raised by members of the public regarding
the proposed facility, as well as several other items.
DISCUSSION
Background
In response to community discussion originating in 2008 with development of the Bayly Park Master
Plan and reinforced during the engagement phase of the Recreation and Leisure Master Plan,
ongoing grass field maintenance challenges, feedback from the Recreation and Leisure Advisory
Committee and Council direction, RMOW staff began investigations into an artificial turf field in
2015.
Initially an indoor multi-purpose field-based recreation facility was considered, but with significant
capital and operating costs the focus of the project turned to a simpler and less costly outdoor
artificial turf field. A summary of this investigation was presented to Council at a December 1, 2015
Committee of the Whole Meeting.
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A needs assessment for an outdoor artificial turf field was then undertaken and presented to
Council at their December 6, 2016 Committee of the Whole Meeting.
A comprehensive project update was presented to Council via Council Information Report No. 17017 on March 7, 2017. This Report included considerable detail on the following topics:
 Summary and key findings from the needs assessment phase;
 Site suitability analysis that considered seven development options at six different sites;
 Artificial turf and infill health and recycling considerations;
 Capital budget estimates ranging between $2,730,000 and $6,500,000 for the seven
development options at six different sites; and
 External funding opportunities.
On November 21, 2017 Council unanimously confirmed Bayly Park as the location of the artificial
turf field via Council Administrative Report No. 17-125, appended in Appendix “A”. A total project
cost estimate of $2,715,000 was provided.
Through the municipal 2018-2022 Five Year Financial Plan process, Council confirmed $2,815,000
for this project, although not without debate. The amount identified in the Five Year Financial Plan
includes an assumed $100,000 external funding contribution.
Since November 2017, staff and the consultant team have advanced the project through the design
development and tender phase of the project. At this time Council authority is requested to execute
two contracts to construct the facility. Details regarding the two contracts is provided below.
Public Concerns
Concerns have been raised by members of the public about the possible use of crumb rubber infill.
Since November 2017, additional concerns have been raised about the migration of infill products
and broken turf fiber into drainage watercourses and the subsequent increase in pollution levels.
Further concerns have been raised about the cost to acquire any new maintenance equipment, the
annual operating budget, turf and infill off gassing, lifespan of artificial turf fields, and turf recycling.
This section discusses these items.
Crumb Rubber Infill
Previous Council Reports and presentations have summarized concerns and perspectives about
human health with respect to the use of crumb rubber infill, and communicated that the municipality
is carrying a separate line item in the project budget to use an alternative infill product.
Feedback has been received by members of the public, Vancouver Coastal Health, and other
sources. The Unites States’ Environmental Protection Agency’s federal research on recycled rubber
tire crumb (“crumb rubber”) launched in 2016 is not yet complete.
Given incomplete North American research, public concerns, and the availability of alternative
products, despite its lower cost and support from Vancouver Coastal Health, staff recommend
against the use of crumb rubber infill. The recommended alternative infill type is identified and
discussed elsewhere in this report.
Migration of Infill and Turf Fiber into Watercourses
Concern has been raised by members of the public regarding the migration of infill product and
broken turf fiber off of the field and into watercourses and contributing to pollution.
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Different infill products have different migration rates. Infill product migration is partially managed at
the source through the choice of infill product.
Turf fibers migrate significantly less in quantity than infill. The turf fibres are stitched rather than
glued to the backing material providing a durable mechanical means of anchorage. Fiber migration
increases when the turf has been severely damaged and not repaired or over worn. Turf wear is
monitored by the extent of splitting of the fiber ends. Once splitting reaches a certain point the turf
losses its playable characteristics and is replaced, before it is over worn.
To contain infill and turf fiber migration the Whistler field proposes to:
 Select an infill product with a low migration characteristic and stitched turf fiber system;
 Implement a raised perimeter edge to contain migration;
 Install boot brushes and educational signage at all access and egress gates; and
 Implement a site overland drainage system that directs all drainage to sump style catch
basins possessing an inverted weir and filter.
Collectively these efforts will prevent migratory elements entering the municipal storm water system
and ultimately the natural environment, and allow for recovery and reuse of migrated infill products.
Artificial Turf Lifespan
Previous Council Presentations have stated an estimated 10 to 15 year lifespan for the artificial turf
field in Whistler.
To further test this estimate, staff conversed with artificial turf field planning and operational staff
from Vancouver, Burnaby, Surrey and Langley, collectively representing over 35 artificial turf fields.
From these conversations staff understand that the typical replacement timeframe experienced by
these jurisdictions is now 10 to12 years based upon 12 months per year use, or a lifespan ranging
between 120 and 144 months.
Shorter lifespans have occurred on some fields. Other jurisdictions cite a variety of factors leading
to shorter lifespan including a loss of impact cushioning because a shock pad was not installed,
poor drainage, and improper maintenance. These jurisdictions also report the current generation of
artificial turf field products are exhibiting a slower wear rate and greater longevity in impact testing
than earlier generations.
At minimum the turf lifespan in Whistler should be equal to that experienced in the Lower Mainland
because of inclusion of a shock pad, current generation of product, and good drainage. Factor in
the seasonal snow cover which reduces the annual available hours of use and ultraviolet light
exposure and the lifespan should be longer. Put another way, a lifespan of 120 months of use in the
Lower Mainland translates to a lifespan of 15 years of use in Whistler because the local playable
season would typically be only eight months per year.
Artificial Turf Recycling
At the end of its useful lifespan, current industry practice is to remove the infill and ship the turf to a
recycling facility in Asia. The facility is certified by the Geneva, Switzerland based International
Organisation for Standardization (ISO), and meets the US Environmental Protection Act’s Resource
Conservation and Recovery Act with regard to waste. At the facility the turf fibers are separated
from the backing materials, and are processed into small pellets or beads and incorporated into
other manufactured products including plastic lumber, irrigation pipe, various household products
and other materials. A third party certification is provided at the conclusion of this process.
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Used turf is also repurposed for non-sport use such as equestrian centres, dog parks, kennels and
paintball ranges.
A new turf recycling facility is scheduled to open in California in 2020, thus eliminating the need to
ship overseas.
The infill material is either re-used in the replacement field or reclaimed - the end use is dependent
on infill type. The recommended infill type for the Whistler field is identified and discussed
elsewhere in this report.
Maintenance Equipment Purchase, Operating Program and Budget
Following Council support in November 2017 to move the project into the design development and
tender phase, operational staff participated in an artificial turf field maintenance course, discussed
operational programs and costs with ATF operational staff in other jurisdictions, and developed an
equipment list, operating program and corresponding budget. This has been done in isolation of the
projected operating costs supplied by the municipality’s consultant.
The following new equipment would be required to maintain the artificial turf field. With support of
the recommendations of this Report these items will be procured as part of the approved budget
figure:
Cost
Item
$8,000
$10,000
$20,000
$38,000

ATF field groomer
Sweeper with tow behind magnet
On site maintenance equipment storage shed
TOTAL

The operating budget assumes use of the recommended infill product:
Cost
Item
$7,300
$2,700
$4,160
$6,000
$5,800
$25,960

Internal labour based upon industry recommended maintenance plan
Contracted services (annual deep clean and Gmax safety testing)
Leasing (pro-rated share of equipment used by RMOW Nordic operations that is idle all
summer)
Annual recommended infill product top up
Fuel, supplies, insurance, equipment maintenance
TOTAL

With regard to operating costs and user fees, it is worth reiterating several points from previous
Council Reports and Presentations:
 Periodic differential settlement repair will increased the operating costs at Bayly Park but
not necessarily on an annual basis; and
 The local soccer community expects to pay user fees to access the fields and use the
lights.
For comparative purposes:
 The annual operating and maintenance costs for one natural grass field in Whistler is
$20,000; and
 The arena operational portion of the Meadow Park Sports Center is subsidized by
taxpayers $600,000 per year (excluding repairs and capital replacement).
Turf and Infill Off Gassing
Often referred to as ‘that new car smell,’ off gassing occurs when new and manufactured items
release volatile organic compounds and other chemicals.
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Artificial turf manufactures report some off gassing of turf occurs during the production phase. Once
on site and installed it is rare to experience off gassing.
Some infill types off gas more than others. Crumb rubber does off gas more than the infill type
recommended elsewhere in this Report. Organic infills do not off gas.
Sealed product samples provided to the municipality from proponents have little to no smell. Off
gassing is of some concern in indoor applications.
Potential External Funding Opportunities
Previous Council Reports and presentations have highlighted the potential opportunity for external
funding.
A submission for 100 per cent project funding to the UBCM’s Gas Tax fund was made in June
2017, however this was unsuccessful. Two other municipal projects were successful.
Throughout the life of this project a number of other external funding opportunities have been
anecdotally mentioned. These include interest from the Whistler Blackcomb Foundation, artificial
turf product suppliers as well as local contractors. The local soccer community has developed a
community fundraising initiative. With confirmation of a site at Bayly Park, staff and the soccer
community advanced each of these potential opportunities.
The Whistler Blackcomb Foundation has continued to express interest in the project, as recently as
early May 2018. Some supplier pricing received has been more favourable than others. Locally,
project uncertainty through the municipal budget process has challenged club fundraising efforts
and the ability of local contractors to make firm commitments.
With project approval staff and the local community will continue to seek additional external funds
for the project.
Contracts Discussion and Award Recommendations
Two separate contracts are required to deliver this project: Installation of civil services, field base
preparation, lighting and landscaping; and supply, delivery and installation of artificial turf, shock
pad and infill. Each of these is discussed in more detail below.
Civil Services, Field Base Preparation, Lighting and Landscaping
The scope of this contract is to undertake all work necessary to deliver the project other than the
supply and installation of the field’s turf, shock pad and infill.
A public “Request for Expressions of Interest and Statements of Qualifications to Pre Qualify
General Contractors” (RFEOI) was posted in March 2018 on the municipal “Doing Business With
Us” webpage, in the local print media, and on BC Bid. Six suitably qualified submissions were
received. An Invitation To Tender (ITT) was subsequently emailed directly to the six RFEOI
respondents. Three compliant tenders were received before the tender closing time on May 28,
2018.
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Results:
Proponent

Total Contract Value
(excluding taxes)

Location

TGK Irrigation Ltd.

$1,444,900.00

Burnaby BC

Wilco Civil Inc.

$2,145,881.00

Langley BC

Canadian Landscape and Civil Services Ltd.

$3,048,990.00

Langley BC

Cedar Crest Lands Ltd

Did not bid

Langley BC

Capilano Highway Services Company

Did not bid

West Vancouver BC

Strohmaier’s Excavating Ltd.

Did not bid

Chilliwack BC

Contract Recommendation
Following evaluation of all compliant submissions and reference checking, it is recommended that
Council authorize the Mayor and Municipal Clerk to execute the contract with TGK Irrigation Ltd. for
the construction of civil, lighting and landscaping services for the artificial turf field in the amount of
$1,444,900.00 excluding taxes. TGK Irrigation Ltd. is based in Burnaby, BC and has proven
experience in constructing similar artificial turf field projects across the Lower Mainland. TGK
Irrigation Ltd. has provided a realistic schedule that achieves an October 12, 2018 Substantial
Completion date.
Supply, Delivery and Installation of Artificial Turf, Shock Pad and Infill
A public Request for Expressions of Interest (RFEOI) was posted in March 2018 on the municipal
“Doing Business With Us” webpage, in the local print media, and on BC Bid. Four suitably qualified
submissions were received. A Request for Proposals (RFP) was emailed directly to the four RFEOI
respondents. Four compliant proposals offering fifteen different turf system options were received
before the tender closing time on May 22, 2018.
As part of the RFP process, proponents were requested to provide costs on the following items
bundled as a complete package:
 Turf;
 Shock pad; and
 Up to five different infill types: crumb rubber, safe shell organic (i.e. Walnut shells), TPE or
EPDM, coated sand, or other alternative.
The detailed cost results are provided in Appendix “A”. These identify costs for turf with infill by type
of infill and shock pad for each proponent. A more detailed discussion of each of the field elements
is discussed below.
Request for crumb rubber pricing was included in the RFP so as to determine a baseline cost
against which alternatives could be compared, and to encourage competitive pricing for alternative
infill products from proponents.
Turf
Proponents each offered propriety products for consideration. Typical characteristic include but are
not limited to yarn composition, density, breaking strength, pile height, weight, backing materials,
stich spacing, grab tear strength, impact testing, durability, drainage rate and cost. Various colour
options are sometimes available.
Different turf products offer sometimes subtle differences. Cost and past performance are key
variables. Turf pricing is also linked to infill type.
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Infill
Careful consideration of many variables has been given to the type of infill product including
material source, sport performance, safety, migration characteristics, environmental profile, level of
maintenance, past performance, end use or re-use, capital and operating cost. The table below
summarizes the different infill options:
Type

Pros

Cons

Crumb
Rubber








Repurpose of old automotive tires
Good sport performance
Additional impact resistance
Can be cleaned and re-used in new field
Thousands worldwide
Relatively low purchase cost



SafeShell
Organic
(Walnut
shells)





American Walnut shells
OK sport performance
Cooler surface temperature than Crumb
Rubber
Migrates less than Crumb Rubber but more
than TPE
Slow to bio degrade
No concern with floating/ice
Non allergenic












Food grade elastomer
Good sport performance
Additional impact resistance
Cooler surface temperature than Crumb
Rubber, warmer than SafeShell
Least migratory
Can be cleaned and re-used for turf lifecycle
replacement
Proven in BC



Good sports performance











TPE Sand
mix








Coated
Sand












Public heath perception, concerns and pending
health studies
Hotter surface temperature
High migration rate
Requires frequent topping up

Slightly more abrasive to skin
No additional impact resistance
New 2017 technology
Requires frequent topping up
Requires complete new product for turf lifecycle
replacement
Composted as opposed to re-used at field
replacement
Higher purchase cost than crumb rubber
Not made from recycled products
Requires topping up, but less than other infill
options
Higher purchase cost than crumb rubber

Slightly more abrasive
Not a resilient material
Requires frequent topping up
Composted as opposed to re-used at field
replacement
Higher purchase cost than crumb rubber

Two infill products are preferred and require further discussion – crushed walnut and TPE/sand mix.
Crushed Walnut Infill
Crushed walnut fill is an organic material made from crushed and rounded American walnut shells.
It is appealing as it is a nature-based product that naturally biodegrades over time. At the end of the
turf’s lifecycle the infill is removed from the turf and composted.
From an athlete and sport performance perspective the product is more abrasive than other infill
types and does not offer any additional impact absorption characteristics. It does provide a slightly
lower surface temperature than other infills.
However because it biodegrades walnut infill requires more frequent regular maintenance and
topping up, and cannot be reused in a new field. This increases annual operating costs. Compared
to the other preferred infill product identified within this Report this amounts to approximately
$12,000 to $20,000 per year and a $140,000 premium at time of turf replacement.
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There is some risk in using crushed walnut as it is a relatively new product and has not been used
in BC or Alberta. It has been used in the states of New York and Colorado.
TPE With Sand Infill
For this infill type Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) is mixed with sand. TPE makes up 40% of the
infill content by weight, sand the remaining 60%.
Thermoplastic Elastomer (TPE) in a non-organic material that combines thermoplastics with an
elastomeric component to makes products soft and flexible. TPE is a food safe product used in a
wide range of consumer products including items where a soft ‘rubber like grip’ is required.
Common examples are soft grips on hand tools, pens, toothbrushes, phone cases and toddler sippy
cups. TPE is widely used in the medical industry, and is also used in dental guards, bottle cap liners
and footwear.
As an infill product TPE is less migratory and requires less frequent maintenance and topping up
than walnut infill. TPE can be completely reused in a new field at the end of the first turf’s lifespan.
Following the second lifecycle the TPE would be separated from the sand and recycled as per
typical consumer plastics. The sand would be reused in the third lifecycle field.
The TPE and sand mix provides a modestly warmer than walnut surface temperature but less than
that of crumb rubber. This infill type provides additional impact absorption to athletes. It has proven
successful in BC fields.
Infill Recommendation
Given TPE’s food safe characteristics and use in everyday consumer and medical products, the
comparable initial capital cost of walnut and TPE/sand infill products, the lower annual operational
cost of TPE/sand, the improved impact absorption characteristics of TPE/sand, and TPE/sand’s
ability to be reused at time of turf replacement, staff recommend TPE/sand as the preferred infill
product for the Whistler artificial turf field.
The operational budget provided earlier in this Report includes top up costs for the recommended
infill product.
Shock Pad
A shock pad is used to provide improved impact absorption and drainage and is placed below the
artificial turf surface. Use of shock pads has increased in the last ten years; it would be unusual for
a modern artificial turf field to exclude them.
All proponents offered the same shock pad product. The ProPlay-Sport 23D is made from
polyethene foam 100% sourced from foam waste typically originating from the automotive sector. It
is third party tested against contamination. It uses heat rather than glue to bond it together. At time
of turf replacement this shock pad can be reused in the replacement field. Current testing suggests
that it may be reusable in the third lifecycle field however testing on site would be required to
confirm this. At the end of its useful lifespan it can be recycled in current recycling systems.
The product is guaranteed for 25 years and meets the specifications of the international sports
associations of soccer, rugby, football and Gaelic Games.
Customer Support
Other jurisdictions report that post construction customer support is another important variable to
consider. Good support represents professional maintenance training workshops and manuals,
responsive turn around to warranty issues and emergency, conversations about issues, and
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warranty support.
Contract Recommendation
All submissions were evaluated against Proposal compliance, corporate performance and
responsibility, financial proposal, technical proposal, proposed product considerations, project
references, consideration of turf products, infill types, customer support, ongoing maintenance and
replacement process and costs.
It is recommended that Council authorize the Mayor and Municipal Clerk to execute a contract with
AstroTurf West Distribution Ltd. (AstroTurf) for the supply, delivery and installation of the AstroTurf
GTX 50mm turf with ProPlay 23D shock pad and Halo SP Green TPE/sand infill in the amount of
$571,000, excluding taxes.
AstroTurf is based in Vancouver, BC and is Western Canada’s largest supplier and installer of
artificial turf fields. The turf product has an eight year warranty and is backed by the SportsGroup, a
large international sport surfacing company. The recommended products meets the minimum
performance specifications included in the RFP and FIFA 1 Star and FIFA 2 Star performance
criteria. AstroTurf has demonstrated they are capable of delivering the project within the estimated
timelines, and fits with the schedule proposed by TGK Irrigation Ltd, the recommended civil
services contractor. AstroTurf’s team includes the use of a Vancouver based installation and
warranty team, who have considerable experience of installing the turf system under adverse
weather conditions.
WHISTLER 2020 ANALYSIS
W2020
Strategy
Built
Environment
Natural Areas

Natural Areas

Partnership
Recreation and
Leisure
Recreation and
Leisure
Recreation and
Leisure

Recreation and
Leisure

TOWARD
Comments

Descriptions of success that resolution
moves us toward
Continuous encroachment on nature is
avoided.
Use of critical natural areas is avoided and
use of surrounding areas is limited to
ensure ecosystem integrity.
Developed and recreation areas are
designed and managed to protect as much
of the natural environment within and
around them as possible.
Partners work toward aligned budgeting
processes that leverage limited resources
for increased effectiveness and efficiency
Residents and visitors of all ages and
abilities enjoy activities year-round that
encourage healthy living, learning and a
sense of community.
Recreation and leisure are part of the
Whistler lifestyle and all community
members are able and encouraged to
participate.
Local and regional stakeholders use a
collaborative and comprehensive approach
to developing amenities and offerings, and
to resolving user conflicts.
Recreation and leisure infrastructure and
practices minimize the degradation of
natural areas and are transitioning toward
sustainable use of energy and materials.



Proposed site is a brownfield site.



Proposed site is a brownfield site.




Proposed site is a brownfield site.
Additional measures prevent migration of
elements off site and allow for capture and reuse
of migratory elements.



There is partnership potential both in terms of
capital and operating costs.



Provision of an artificial turf field will extend the
playable season by 40% offering increased
recreation opportunities.



Whistler is inclusive and continues to diversify its
scope of recreational offerings.
Soccer is proven to offer high participation rates
with respect to gender and cultural diversity.




This project has used an inclusive and regional
stakeholder engagement process.




Proposed site is a brownfield site.
An artificial turf field does not require potable
water for irrigation nor fertilization.
Artificial turf products are recyclable and
reusable.
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Resident
Affordability

Diverse and affordable opportunities for
recreation, leisure, arts and culture exist.



Organized soccer is relatively affordable when
compared to many other Whistler programs.

Water

All potable water is used sparingly and only
used to meet appropriate needs.



An artificial turf field does not require potable
water for irrigation.

W2020
Strategy

AWAY FROM

Mitigation Strategies
and Comments

Descriptions of success that
resolution moves away from


Sport field illumination will be directed at the sport
field and away from neighbouring buildings.
Illumination levels will be less than 15% of the Spruce
Grove ball diamonds.
Sport field use will end at 10pm as per current
municipal noise bylaw.

Built
Environment

Visitors and residents can readily immerse
themselves in nature, free from noise and
light pollution.



Built
Environment

Landscaped areas consist of native plant
species that eliminate the need for
watering and chemical use.



An artificial turf field does not require potable water
for irrigation or chemical fertilizer for grass growth
and health.



Artificial turf products are essentially plastic. This
choice is made for reasons of durability, operational
costs and in the context of other Whistler recreation
passions that also have an environmental footprint.
The turf is recycled into other consumer products,
currently in Asia, and likely in North America by the
time replacement is required. Staff are monitoring
contemplated adaptive reuse of turf in other
jurisdictions.
The recommended infill product is made from food
safe plastic, can be re-used multiple times and is
recyclable.
The recommended shock pad is made from recycled
materials and is also re-useable.
Upgraded storm water management, other design
features and material choices will prevent migration
of unwanted materials into the municipal storm water
system, and allow for capture and reuse of any
migratory infill.
Lighting is low energy LED.





Materials and
Solid Waste

Whistler is using durable materials that are
less environmentally harmful, preferring
recycled natural and sustainably harvested
materials and plentiful metals.







OTHER POLICY CONSIDERATIONS
One of the Key Findings of the 2015 Recreation and Leisure Master Plan (RLMP) is that “Municipal
assets play a strong role in providing easy access to recreation and sport, fostering lifelong activity
participation, as well as developing athletes and sport. These are components of Whistler’s
identity.”
Pursuit of an artificial turf field is consistent with recommendations from the RLMP. Specifically, Key
Strategy 3.3 of the RLMP states: “Develop an additional grass or artificial turf rectangular field to
reduce unsustainable wear on existing fields and meet growing demand” as an immediate priority.
The RLMP also includes recommendation to continue to facilitate third-party sport training programs
and lessons.
BUDGET CONSIDERATIONS
The approved 2018 – 2022 Five Year Financial Plan includes a budget amount of $2,815,000
funded via the General Capital Reserves for this project. This amount includes the field, shock pad,
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alternative field infill product, fencing, LED illumination, provision of potable water service,
landscaping, required maintenance equipment and storage, contingency, and professional fees. It
also assumes a $100,000 external funding contribution.
Previously, Council approved $4,153,000 in the 2017 – 2021 Five Year Financial Plan which was an
average of the seven different project scenarios.
The contracts recommended for award in this Report along with a construction contingency, 2018
professional fees including construction administration costs, and other project expenditures are
within the approved budget amount.
COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT AND CONSULTATION
The roots of this project originate in 2008 with the original Bayly Park Master Plan. During the
creation of that Plan field user groups were engaged and reported increasing community demand
and unsustainable wear upon the existing fields in the community. Resultantly, two grass soccer
fields were included in the 2008 Plan.
For budget, global economy slow down, and landfill geotechnical concerns these two fields were not
developed. Instead, in 2012, a single lesser cost and lesser quality gravel soccer field was
constructed while the second field space was parked and identified for future uses. The second field
space has since become the site of the BMX track.
Existing soccer field conditions and demand for additional field capacity particularly in early and late
season was next voiced during the extensive community engagement phase of the Recreation and
Leisure Master Plan (RLMP) process (2013-2015). Consequently additional field space is identified
as an immediate priority in the RLMP.
Over the course of the planning phases of the artificial turf field project starting in 2015,
stakeholders have been engaged through focus group sessions and ongoing dialogue. This
primarily includes rectangular-shaped field users (soccer, football, rugby) and to a lesser degree
diamond-shaped field users (baseball, slow pitch, and softball).
Municipal staff have discussed this project in the context of regional implications with soccer and
municipal representatives in Pemberton and Squamish. Similar higher level conversations have
occurred with representatives from School District 48, Whistler Sport Legacies and the Whistler
Blackcomb Foundation.
This project is a frequent topic at the Recreation and Leisure Advisory Committee. Specific
resolutions from 2014 through to May 2018 have identified an artificial turf field as a top priority.
The project was first presented to Committee of the Whole on December 1, 2015. A number of
members of the public attended that Meeting. The project returned to Committee of the Whole on
December 6, 2016. A comprehensive project update was provided to Council on March 7, 2017,
and a site was confirmed in November 21, 2017.
The RMOW website’s artificial turf field project webpage contains extensive project information and
reports.
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SUMMARY
This Report serves to address outstanding concerns related to the project and recommend award of
two separate contracts to construct it. A number of material choices and design details have been
made to best manage the environmental footprint of this project in consideration of community
needs, ongoing operating costs, life cycle replacement costs, and athlete safety.
Respectfully submitted,
Martin Pardoe
MANAGER RESORT PARKS PLANNING
for
Jan Jansen
GENERAL MANAGER RESORT EXPERIENCE

R.F. Binnie Associates
Proponent: Resort Municipality of Whistler

Bayly Park Turf RFP Evaluation
RFP #P051

Updated: May 23, 2018
Binnie Project Number: 17-0322

APPENDIX A
Bayly Park
SUPPLY, DELIVERY, AND INSTALLATION OF ARTIFICIAL TURF FIELD - RFP# P051
CONTRACTOR RFP PRICE SUMMARY & ANALYSIS - TURF

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
OPTION 1 – TURF WITH CRUMB RUBBER INFILL
1
Supply & Install Synthetic Turf
2
Supply & Install Shock Pad
Total Basic Work:

AstroTurf
GTX 50mm
ProPlay 23D

Carpell
Xtreme Turf DX50
ProPlay 23D

GTR
Powerblade2.0
ProPlay 23D

Field Turf
XM7-50mm
TG25

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

$336,000.00
$109,000.00
$445,000.00

$391,238.31
$126,153.83
$517,392.14

$357,926.10
$128,486.29
$486,412.39

$352,816.40
$114,098.58
$466,914.98

AstroTurf
GTX 50mm
ProPlay 23D

Carpell

Field Turf

N/A

GTR
Powerblade2.0
ProPlay 23D

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

AMOUNT

$0.00

$546,984.51
$128,486.29
$675,470.80

$0.00

AstroTurf
GTX 50mm
ProPlay 23D
Halo SP Green
AMOUNT

Carpell
Xtreme Turf DX50
ProPlay 23D
Ecofilll Rebound
AMOUNT

GTR
Powerblade2.0
ProPlay 23D
Ecore A-R / EPDM
AMOUNT

$462,000.00
$109,000.00
$571,000.00

$519,932.35
$126,153.83
$646,086.18

$485,494.64
$128,486.29
$613,980.93

AstroTurf
GTX 50mm
ProPlay 23D
EnviroFill
AMOUNT

Carpell

AMOUNT

GTR
Powerblade2.0
ProPlay 23D
Envirofield US Greentech
AMOUNT

$362,000.00
$109,000.00
$471,000.00

$0.00

$764,493.44
$128,486.29
$892,979.73

$0.00

AstroTurf
GTX 60mm
ProPlay 23D
Crumb Rubber
AMOUNT

Carpell
Xtreme Turf DX50 (Hybrid)
ProPlay 23D
Ecofill Rebound
AMOUNT

GTR
Spike Zone Pro 1.75
ProPlay 23D
Ecore A-R / EPDM
AMOUNT

Field Turf
Rev 60mm
TG25
Crumb Rubber
AMOUNT

$360,000.00
$109,000.00
$469,000.00

$519,932.35
$126,153.83
$646,086.18

$470,810.49
$128,486.29
$599,296.78

$364,226.25
$102,688.72
$466,914.97

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
AMOUNT
OPTION 2 – TURF WITH SAFESHELL ORGANIC INFILL (ie. Walnut shells)
1
Supply & Install Synthetic Turf
$458,000.00
2
Supply & Install Shock Pad
$109,000.00
Total Basic Work:
$567,000.00

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
OPTION 3 – TURF WITH TPE or EPDM INFILL
1
Supply & Install Synthetic Turf
2
Supply & Install Shock Pad
Total Basic Work:

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
OPTION 4 – TURF WITH COATED SAND INFILL
1
Supply & Install Synthetic Turf
2
Supply & Install Shock Pad
Total Basic Work:

ITEM
DESCRIPTION
Option 5 – Additional Turf Systems
1
Supply & Install Synthetic Turf
2
Supply & Install Shock Pad
Total Basic Work:

Pricing

N/A

N/A

Field Turf
N/A
AMOUNT

$0.00
Field Turf
N/A
AMOUNT
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